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Rural African Americans and Progressive Reform

DEBRA REID

Histories of African Americans in the postbellum rural South tend to depict sharecroppers and tenants as victims of the crop lien system, racism, and the capitalization of agriculture. This paper concentrates instead on rural reformers who celebrated life in the country and believed that comfortable homes, better schools, and wholesome residents could free blacks from bondage. Their agrarian ideology reflected Euro-American influences; most believed in the Jeffersonian rhetoric that linked land ownership to virtue and independence. Because they realized that the crop lien system made property acquisition an impossible dream for most blacks, they advocated diversification and sustainable agriculture as a means to challenge the economic limitations of this system. They pursued reform from their office desks rather than from cotton fields. Some posed political challenges, but most African American agrarians, intent on creating an educated, moral, and thrifty rural population, found that cooperating with white authority furthered their goals. Rural African American landowners looked toward these new leaders for guidance during a period of intense change between the 1880s and World War I.1

Black agrarians undertook reforms as ambiguous as that of their white counterparts. They provided information and inspiration to a small percentage of the Texas population, African Americans who either owned land or enough property to give them some control over their own resources. Yet, the reformers never realized their full potential because discrimination, under-funding, and the abject poverty of most rural blacks limited their effectiveness. In addition, government did little to intervene in local affairs. Black public appointees at the local level remained beholden to white authority figures whose narrow attitudes about race and gender contributed to the further subjugation of the race.2

The objectives and strategies of five reformers active during this period provide the means to compare approaches and to assess the ways that race and gender affected agrarians and public-sponsored reform in the South. Those selected include Robert Lloyd Smith (1861-1942), the founder of the Farmers' Improvement Society of Texas, and his two wives who served as his financial agents, Francis Isabella Isaacs (ca. 1870-1918) and Ruby L. Cobb (1883-1966). Smith became the first state leader of the "Negro" division of the Texas Agricultural Extension Service (TAES) when it segregated its activities in 1915. Joseph Elward Clayton (1879-1958) became the first African American who organized farmers' institutes under the auspices of the Texas Department of Agriculture in 1917. Clayton's wife, Brittie White, assisted him in fundraising through other endeavors related to vocational education. These reformers' careers encompassed politics, education, business, and philanthropy, and indicate the degree rural blacks became involved in public service in the South.3
Robert Lloyd Smith was born in Charleston, South Carolina, to free parents who were both teachers. He graduated from Avery Normal Institute, then attended the University of South Carolina, and eventually graduated from Atlanta University in 1880. In 1885 he moved to Oakland, Texas, and organized the Oakland Normal School, which became one of the best in the state. One-crop agriculture and dependence on the crop lien contributed to the depressed conditions in Oakland, but Smith did not see these factors as the causes of illiteracy and poverty. Instead, he linked the improvidence and thoughtlessness that he observed among the tenants to the legacy of slavery. In 1889, Smith gained inspiration from an article about self-help and improvement in New England that he read in the Youth's Companion. In December 1889, he organized the Village Improvement Society with fourteen charter members. The Youth's Companion article provided a model for him to use in order to satisfy his "'irresistible impulse' to improve... the 'common negro.'" Smith wanted black farmers to learn the self-help philosophy by practicing it and paying their own way. He found fault with those who failed to follow his advice.4

Smith's ideas to improve black communities first revolved around the home. He urged members to buy homes and improve their appearance, structurally and aesthetically. He expected members to avoid gambling, intemperance, and immorality, and thus "bring up our homes and home life to the highest American standard compatible with our income." Six years of life in Texas helped Smith to recognize that poverty resulted from the crop mortgage system, not slavery. He reorganized his society so farmers could receive more support to reduce their dependency on furnishing merchants and landlords. In 1891 he changed the organization's name to the Farmers' Improvement Society (FIS) and refined its purpose to focus on five objectives: abolishing the credit system, improving methods of farming and economy, cooperating in purchases, aiding members in sickness and death, and pursuing home and community improvements. In this way, the organization combined civic and fraternal functions.5

Increasing interest prompted Smith to travel around Colorado and neighboring counties, but he did not extend membership beyond the local area until he participated in the 1896 Tuskegee Conference. Soon thereafter the FIS started an annual convocation, and members adopted a constitution with bylaws, a dues structure, and a method to form local branches that fostered discussion of the issues that black farmers faced. In 1897, Smith thanked Booker T. Washington for opening people's eyes to the value of industrial education as a means to attain "the profoundest statesmanship" and not remain trapped as a "hewe of wood and drawer of water." Smith told Washington that "I should throw myself with all the energy of my being into the work of founding a Little Tuskegee at Oakland [Texas]."6

White Texans noticed the changes that the FIS generated. They appreciated the economic boost that large gatherings of black farmers brought to their communities. In 1899, more than 1,200 black farmers attended the annual state convocation in Columbus, Texas. In 1902, newspapers commented on the significant financial
resources controlled by landowning blacks attending the state convocation, and towns vied for the honor of holding the meeting.7

Newspapers failed to note Smith's interest in interracial cooperation. Smith addressed FIS members in 1902, encouraging them to "join hands with the whites in fighting the boll weevil and in any other matter which is made for the common welfare." He declared that "the best white and colored people" share "heavy burdens" and should protect their interests from the "low element," that is, underdeveloped and ignorant whites and blacks. A correspondent for the Boston Evening Transcript noted that Smith believed that if black men and women could "possess the qualities of true citizenship, the most intelligent and progressive white residents of the same community will recognize the fact." Smith did not actively recruit whites for the society, however, and his call to interracial cooperation carried with it a deference to white authority that pacified white skeptics. The editor of the Weimar Mercury wrote that "the white folks appreciated the racial harmony it generated."8

The society maintained a degree of secrecy and whites did not realize the extent to which the FIS could undermine the crop lien system. Smith believed that this strategy reduced the threats that members might encounter and thus encouraged more participation. The constitution adopted in 1896 designated mid-November through mid-December plus the last two weeks of February as the times devoted to cooperative endeavors. During these months, local branches discussed member needs, identified wholesale markets, and made buying trips. They also explored the best means to sell their cotton. Only members participated during this critical period and those who appeared as security threats were expelled.9

Just as Smith worked to assuage white opposition to his society and its cause, he also attempted to avoid division among its members. Religion held the power to unite and divide communities and this prompted him to incorporate testimonials, sermons, scripture readings, prayers, and hymns into FIS meetings. By imbuing FIS functions with religious fervor, the members, most of whom found comfort from their faith, felt more at home during the gatherings. Smith, a devout Methodist, de-emphasized denomination by avoiding the terms "convention" or "conference" in describing FIS gatherings. Instead he settled on "convocation," a neutral term borrowed from the Episcopalians. He also limited discussions of religion and politics at meetings. Smith's avoidance of topics that could potentially divide membership or upset white Texans ensured the growth of the society and generated a sense of purpose among members. By 1912, Smith coordinated 800 branches with 12,000 members. However, the society's growth in its remaining thirty years never matched the first twenty years and many branches faded into inactivity. Only 200 more branches began between 1912 and 1934, the last year that a branch sought a charter.10

Part of the reason the FIS lost status related to the proliferation of other sources of information and opportunities. Smith credited the farmers' journal Texas Farm &
Ranch with creating and nurturing the interest in free farmers' institutes among rural Texans as early as 1902. He encouraged FIS members to procure pamphlets from the Texas Department of Agriculture (TDA) and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and supported other methods of education to reach the largely illiterate black population. Texans recognized Smith's accomplishments, valued his opinions, and believed he could best inaugurate a public program to serve rural blacks. In August 1915, Smith became the first state leader of the "Negro" division of the Texas Agricultural Extension Service at a salary of one thousand dollars. It developed into the FIS's primary competition.11

The Farmers' Improvement Society and Smith's efforts did not address the needs of all rural blacks, however. Smith concentrated increasingly on serving property-holding farmers and responsible tenants and croppers who could become owners. He believed that this rural elite composed of virtuous and thrifty citizens could best nurture agrarianism and preserve their self-proclaimed superior society. His interests extended far beyond agriculture, and he served in Texas politics, held offices in segregated organizations, and even held a federal appointment.12

Smith's personal obligations kept pace with his reform efforts. In 1890, he married Francis Isabella Isaacs. She shared with him the struggles to organize the FIS. Together they developed a fiscally sound organization before Belle died on 22 February 1918. Belle assisted Smith in showing black tenants how they could reduce their dependency on the mercantile system if they kept hogs and poultry and raised a garden. Smith welcomed women as members because he recognized the importance of the household economy to creating a self-sustaining farm, but he advocated a hierarchy within the household. As an educator he believed both sexes needed vocational and moral training, but his idea followed a strict gender division: boys gaining information on agricultural methods and animal husbandry and girls learning to sew, cook, can, and garden. Black schools throughout the South began to adopt coeducation and home economies instruction several years before white public schools did so in Texas. To further such efforts, the Smiths organized the female members of the FIS into the Women's Barnyard Auxiliary in the late 1890s. This group coordinated the local and state fairs where members competed for premiums for their canned goods, garden produce, livestock, and other items of handiwork such as quilts and cloths.13

Booker T. Washington praised the Smiths' efforts to encourage tenants and youth to save their money in order to buy land, become farmers, and contribute to society. He also praised Belle as Smith's "good wife," never crediting her with individual accomplishments. Her anonymity did not extend throughout Texas, however. Members of the society that she helped manage recognized her contributions. FIS records document her involvement in organizing activities particularly related to the Auxiliary, the FIS school that was established in 1906 and opened in 1908, and the Juvenile Branch organized in 1907. Her photograph graced the frontispiece of published FIS constitutions and annual addresses. The caption identified her as
"Financial Agent." In that capacity, she visited most FIS branches in southern and eastern Texas in 1906, soliciting funds for the new FIS school. Belle’s personal appearances in areas with black populations along with the inclusion of her photograph on FIS publications, ensured that FIS members recognized her. In 1918 the readership of the FIS newspaper, The Helping Hand, mourned Belle’s loss. Nevertheless, in May 1919, they welcomed the next Mrs. Smith, Ruby Cobb.

Ruby was the daughter of a prominent Waco Baptist minister, Rev. Stephen Cleveland Cobb, and his wife Feriba Crain Cobb. Ruby attended Bishop College and taught school before she married. As the new Mrs. Smith, Ruby assumed leadership of the juvenile branches and revived the program after a dormant period. She expressed her creativity and opinion via a play written for FIS juvenile branches that taught children the evils of the crop lien system and how to avoid its debilitating effects. During the 1920s she became the society’s financial agent. Her management kept the FIS going through the worst of times. She functioned as the office manager and handled most of the correspondence for the frequently absent Smith.

Robert Smith’s separations from Ruby led him to write letters expressing his devotion and his appreciation of her womanly virtue as well as her intelligence and forthrightness. He missed her visits to the school, but he explained to the teachers that Ruby was "helping at the bank" during financial crises or otherwise engaged in society business and could not be spared. Over time he adopted her attitude. In 1927 he had to fail four out of nine students who did not pass their fourth-year exam. The concerned Smith explained to Ruby that "Papa's views are rapidly changing to yours which means that all this soft yielding and frantic effort to do for others what they will not do for themselves is over with" She in turn adopted Smith's preference for avoiding confrontation. In 1927 she told FIS members: "If I cannot go to the white man’s church, I must create a church. If I cannot read books out of his library I must in some way get one of my own. If I cannot clerk in his stores it is my job to get one of my own." This statement reflected a continued dependence on the philosophy of self-segregation despite increasing protest to segregation in the South.

The fourth reformer, Joseph Elward Clayton, experienced public education differently in some ways than Robert Smith. A native Texan, Clayton received his education at Guadalupe College, a black-owned and black-operated Baptist school in Seguin. He was younger than Smith and limited by discrimination and disenfranchisement in his pursuit of political activism. Furthermore, few personal papers exist, and this relegates the Claytons to the appearance of minor characters when compared to the Smiths. Activities tell a different story.

Clayton began his career as the newly appointed principal of the Manor Colored School in 1903. He administered a traditional public school in one building until 1911 when Booker T. Washington’s tour of Texas inspired him to expand his institute. Between 1903 and the 1920s, Clayton expanded the physical plant to
include dormitories, additional structures to house classrooms, and land for a school farm. His dream depended on diversified funding from black residents, white philanthropists, and state government. Clayton’s wife, Brittie, played a central role in generating support. She had friends in the community because she grew up in the area as the daughter of a successful farmer. Clayton wrote a member of the Texas Department of Education that "Our colored people, under the leadership of my wife raised money." White friends and black students also participated, securing funds for desks or books. Clayton borrowed money from the Farmers’ National Bank, and "took the work of getting philanthropists interested in helping us to get an Industrial School there for our Race." Over time they built and furnished a two-story building on the old school lot. Another building contained a cannery where young men learned to preserve produce from their own farms to supplement family income. Clayton secured the funding for the structure from a foundation in Washington. In another instance, State Department of Education officials helped Clayton to locate a mover, while the Rockefeller Foundation contributed the cost for relocating a structure. Important support also arrived when the Manor school became one of four schools for African Americans in the state designated to receive Smith-Hughes funds in 1917.18

Also in 1917, Clayton became the first African American authorized by the TDA’s division of farmers’ institutes to organize black farmers. He volunteered his services but secured rail passes to travel on behalf of the institutes, as did other Texas State Farmers’ Institute employees. This continued a long tradition of railways supporting public reform in Texas. Clayton spoke at the TDA State Farmers’ Institute in July 1917 about the work that he had undertaken during the previous thirty days in twelve counties. He was obsequious in his efforts to secure white government support for the education of the farmers he organized. He told the white attendees at the state institute that "you white friends must help us train the negro how to intelligently and successfully till the soil, because we are getting them to more and more love the occupation of farming."19

By 1919, Joseph Clayton served as chairman of the Committee on Negro Farmers’ Institutes with William M. Cain acting as secretary. Between 1 July 1918 and 30 June 1919, Clayton organized 289 colored institutes and spoke to 67,832 persons in mixed audiences. He visited 568 farms, organized 163 canning clubs, and demonstrated the technique to 5,418 persons including men, women, and children. C. W. Rice, later a labor activist and newspaper editor in Houston, also organized institutes without expense to the state other than transportation. After two years of sustained work with black farmers, the Division of Institutes of the TDA requested and was granted salaries for two "colored field workers," probably Clayton and Rice, at $1,000 each. This appropriation took effect 31 August 1919. In July 1921, Clayton reported that black farmers’ institutes had increased to 602 and canning clubs to 613. The lecturers installed 118 steam pressure canners, but most farmers could not purchase this expensive equipment due to the poverty under which they operated. Instead they used lard cans and wash pots to preserve 18,436 jars of vegetables,
fruits, and meat in twelve months. This expansion occurred in tandem with the success experienced by the Negro division of the TAES under Smith's leadership.20

Clayton sought solutions to issues that concerned black tenants as well as landlords. Clayton chaired the committee to organize "Colored" farmers' institutes. In 1919 the committee reported that the shift from tenancy to day labor placed a hardship on tenant farmers and that the Texas Farmers' Institute should use its influence to rent land to black tenants on the third and fourth shares. The committee also recommended that landlords require their tenants to plant cover crops to protect the soil from erosion and leaching during the winter months and to remunerate the tenant for the work. These solutions that Clayton advocated differed from Smith's stated goals. While Smith encouraged farmers to break out of the crop lien system and buy land, Clayton and other TDA affiliates did not overtly challenge tenancy.21

Whether or not the TDA sponsored the scheme to rent land to tenants remains unclear, but Clayton proceeded to undertake the settlement of families in counties with significant black populations. He reported in 1921 that "colored" institutes helped convince a group of black farmers in Brazoria County to buy a tract of 2,200 acres near Sandy Point for colonization. Another group in Gregg County bought 1,900 acres at Easton. Both locations benefited from proximity to railroads. In addition, 309 families bought small farms at the encouragement of the agency. The TDA ceased offering farmers' institutes after August 1921, but Clayton remained active in rural resettlement and self-segregation. He continued to cooperate with railroad companies and he moved his activities outside Texas, working in Louisiana, Arkansas, and Mississippi. Clayton's enthusiasm for these projects likely resulted from his interest in the work of Isaiah T. Montgomery and the all-black community Montgomery developed at Mound Bayou, Mississippi.22

The activities of the Smiths and the Claytons support comparison. Their careers spanned the Progressive Era and reflected multiple approaches to solving the problems rural blacks faced. Both Robert Smith and Joseph Clayton took the public roles in reform while their wives, for the most part, handled administrative jobs or worked with youth and women's programs. The exception related to fundraising, which occupied the time of all three women.

Smith and Clayton both attributed illiteracy and poverty to the influence of outside forces such as slavery and the boll weevil, not racism. They dedicated their efforts toward farmers who could put their recommendations into practice and criticized the intemperate and immoral. They worked to keep blacks on the land, even though Smith promoted land ownership and Clayton supported tenancy as well as ownership. They depended on diversified support from public and private sources whites as well as blacks generated. Both men became involved to some extent as government appointees, Smith serving four years as the first state agent of the Negro division of the TAES (1915-1919) and Clayton spending a comparable amount of time (1917-1921) affiliated with the TDA. Competition between the two educational pursuits of state government likely placed Smith and Clayton at odds,
however. Clayton reported that farmers lost valuable time in the field each year as they attended meetings, encampments, and board meetings. They recommended that the Texas Farmers’ Institute discourage farmers from “the practice of running all over the State to attend so many conventions and boards and instead to put more time on his own crops.”

Government programs affected male and female agrarians differently. Robert Smith and Joseph Clayton both welcomed the notoriety that the state appointments promised without realizing the long-term consequences of their actions. They both believed that by cooperating with the government they could expand their goals to reach more African American farmers. Their ambitions generated public support for rural improvement, and they became members of an elite group of government employees. Yet, government officials realized that by favoring them with appointments, they could expand new social programs to the underserved without committing comparative resources to the effort. Ultimately, the willingness of Smith and Clayton to serve the government defeated their own objectives. The expectations of white administrators forced black appointees to direct their efforts toward farmers who controlled their resources, not those on the quest of acquisition Reformers also secured their appointments from white patrons and this limited their ability to challenge the status quo.

Women realized greater returns from their involvement in private and public reform. Ruby Smith and Brittie Clayton both outlived their husbands. They became visible because of the work they undertook at their husbands’ behest, but neither pursued public positions. The TAES provided opportunities for black women to express themselves, organize communities, and validate the importance of domestic production. Black women found a prominent voice in rural reform as they helped forge a new profession using new methods and standards of home economies instruction as a model. Women used their government positions to benefit their race by fighting the economic causes of social problems affecting black families. They also gained entrance into an elite group of professional women (only 2.5 percent of African American women in 1920 held professional positions) and attained middle-class status.

Smith and Clayton both returned to private pursuits after their work with state government. The Smiths devoted their time during the 1920s and 1930s to the FIS. They struggled to retain members as the TAES grew and the Great Depression worsened, but they supported the FIS school until Smith’s death. Robert and Ruby Smith held firmly to their doctrine of non-confrontation and this also contributed to the decline of the society as others sought more active solutions to legal discrimination. Smith served on the board of the Commission for Interracial Cooperation in Texas, remained active in fraternal organizations, and held the office of vice-president of the American Bible Society. Ruby took time to earn a college degree. The Claytons, on the other hand, did not limit their reform zeal to Texas following the demise of state-sponsored black institutes. Instead, Joseph Clayton expanded his pursuits, dividing his time between Chicago, Houston, and Littig,
Texas, and worked with colonization efforts in Texas and Louisiana. He joined the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and worked with the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union and community settlement in several states.25

The work of the Smiths and the Claytons did not satisfy everyone and leaders received their share of criticism. Some rural blacks resented the insistence that they accept responsibility for their backward conditions, arguing that the system whites perpetuated bound them to repressive crop liens. Poor tenants and urban intellectuals alike challenged their accommodation to white racism. Peers did not always approve of management methods. Reformers launched criticism that hinted at racial separatism prompted by class divisions. More work is necessary to determine the influence these agrarians exerted among their constituency. Perhaps they did undermine rural black culture by stressing Euro-American values, but their organizations offered a voice to African American farmers who wanted to secure their positions in southern society. Women served in leadership positions, and they managed limited finances astutely. Most importantly, they served as harbingers for the largest public rural reform project to benefit African Americans in the first half of the twentieth century -- the Texas Agricultural Extension Service.
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